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The running BFKL equation gives rise to a series of moving poles in the complex
j-plane. The rst nodes for all subleading solutions (color dipole cross sections)
accumulate at r
1
 0:1 fm. Therefore the processes dominated by the dipole sizes
r  r
1
are free of subleading BFKL corrections. An example - the leptoproduc-
tion of charm. The calculated F
cc
2
is exhausted by the leading BFKL pole and
gives a perfect description of the experimental data. The logarithmic slope of the





, at small Q
2






due to the presence of nodes. This observation provides an expla-
nation for the observed x/Q
2







The BFKL equation for the interaction cross section (; r) of the color dipole
~r with the target reads @(; r)=@ = K 
 (; r) (hereafter  = log(1=x)).











. The Asymptotic Freedom (AF) dictates that the chromo-
electric elds
~










) taken at shortest relevant distance r
m









 (screening factor). The lattice QCD suggests the Yukawa screen-
ing radius R
c
' 0:2   0:3 fm
1;2;3
. The so introduced running coupling does
not exhaust all NLO eects but correctly describes the crucial enhancement of
long distance, and suppression of short distance, eects by AF.
Our principal ndings on the runnig color dipole BFKL equation are as fol-
lows
4;5
. The spectrum of the running BFKL equation is a series of moving poles
IP
n
in the complex j-plane with eigenfunctions 
n
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1
Figure 1: Modulus of the charm structure functions F
(n)
2




free. The subleading 
n
(r) has n nodes. The intercepts 
n
closely, to better




=(n+ 1) suggested earlier by Lipatov
6
. The














. Within our specic choice of R
c
( infrared regularization )
the node of 
1
(r) is located at r = r
1
' 0:05   0:06 fm, for larger n the rst







) and exhibits the precocious BFKL asymptotics
7
. Consequently,
zooming at (; r
1
) one can readily measure 
IP
and such a zooming is possible
in charm production.
2 Nodal structure of BFKL solutions as seen by cc-scanner























(x; r) ; (1)

















, and for a






. The BFKL-Regge expansion















+ ::: : (2)



















Figure 2: The predicted charm structure functions vs. H1 and ZEUS data. The contribution
of the leading pole with 
IP
= 0:4 is shown by dashed line.
Because of the node of 
n
(r) the subleading charm structure functions are
negligible compared to F
(0)
2
in a broad range of Q
2
(Fig.1 ). In Fig. 2 our




















provides the unique opportunity of getting hold of elusive
BFKL asymptotics and measuring 
IP
already at currently available x, Q
2
.
















) exhibits the turn-over of the slope
towards small x and/orQ
2
in a striking contrast with the conventional DGLAP
expectations
13
. Running BFKL resolves the puzzle. In F
2
the contribution of



































. Our prediction is shown by the solid line marked
by squares. Notice the non-monotonous dependence of the slope on x because the values of
< Q
2































































decreases and even becomes negative valued at large x.
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